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ABSTRACT
In the conversations with smart speakers, misunderstandings
of users’ requests lead to erroneous responses. We propose
FrownOnError, a novel interaction technique that enables users
to interrupt the responses by intentional but natural facial ex-
pressions. This method leverages the human nature that the
facial expression changes when we receive unexpected re-
sponses. We conducted a first user study (N=12) to understand
users’ intuitive reactions to the correct and incorrect responses.
Our results reveal the significant difference in the frequency
of occurrence and intensity of users’ facial expressions be-
tween two conditions, and frowning and raising eyebrows are
intuitive to perform and easy to control. Our second user
study (N=16) evaluated the user experience and interruption
efficiency of FrownOnError and the third user study (N=12)
explored suitable conversation recovery strategies after the
interruptions. Our results show that FrownOnError can be
accurately detected (precision: 97.4%, recall: 97.6%), pro-
vides the most timely interruption compared to the baseline
methods of wake-up word and button press, and is rated as
most intuitive and easiest to be performed by users.

Author Keywords
Voice user interface; facial expression; conversation
interruption.

CCS Concepts
•Human-centered computing → Natural language inter-
faces;

INTRODUCTION
As one of the most convenient and natural interaction meth-
ods [15, 36], voice input technique is becoming increasingly
popular, in the pace of the advance of voice recognition and
natural language processing technologies. Voice input can
support hands-free and eyes-free interaction, and provide rich
command space. In the form as smart speakers (e.g., Amazon
Echo), voice input technique has been employed in various
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Figure 1. Interaction process: When the smart speaker misunderstands
the user’s request and provide a incorrect response, the user can use
FrownOnError to interrupt the response and trigger the conversation
recovery process.

aspects in daily life, such as driving [33], cleaning robots [20],
smart home [49], to name a few.

However, misunderstanding the input is inevitable [13], lead-
ing to an erroneous response by a speaker. Currently, a speaker
requires users to either wait for the end of the response and ver-
bally point out the error, or press a button to stop the speaker,
or speak up wake-up words to interrupt the response. Unfor-
tunately, these methods have shortcomings: Waiting is time-
consuming and frustrating; Pressing a button is not always
accessible as it requires hand contacts; Speaking wake-up
words is only supported by a few speakers and sometimes
can be delayed. Natural dialogue interruption is one of the
indispensable functions in smart speakers, but none of these
methods provide a satisfactory user experience.

To address this issue, we propose FrownOnError, a facial
expression based method that enables users to interrupt the
conversation by performing intuitive facial expressions. Our
method leverages the human nature that when a person hears
something unexpected, her facial expression may change as a
reaction [19], either consciously or unconsciously (e.g., frown
when unsatisfied or confused [51]). As Figure 1 shows, once
the system detects these facial expressions, it stops the ongo-
ing speech and applies recovery strategies (e.g., explicit and
implicit confirmations [29]) to fix the errors. FrownOnError
provides two benefits on user experience: First, the selected
facial expressions are intuitive to perform, which are users’
natural reactions to erroneous responses; Second, the interrup-
tion is easier and faster compared to pointing out the errors
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verbally or pressing a button. It is also the first to show the
potential of leveraging facial expression as a new channel to
interact with smart speakers.

In this paper, we first conduct a user study (N=12) to observe
users’ intuitive reactions to correct and incorrect responses
played by a smart speaker. Our annotation results based on
Facial Action Coding System (FACS) [18] reveal that the
frequency and intensity of user frowning, raising eyebrows,
squinting, opening the mouth, pulling mouth corner have sig-
nificant difference in these two conditions. FrownOnError
selects frowning and raising eyebrows as the triggering ex-
pressions based on the easiness and naturalness. Then, we
collect facial expression data from fifteen users and develop a
detection algorithm. We conduct a second user study (N=16)
to evaluate FrownOnError, in contrast to three baselines: wake-
up word, button press and no interruption. Our results show
that users can timely notify the errors to the speaker with
FrownOnError in a shorter time and better user experience.
Finally, we conduct a third user study (N=12) to explore the
suitable conversation recovery strategy for FrownOnError that
should be applied after the interruption. The results show that
users like the strategies of providing alternative responses and
being asked to repeat the request.

The contributions of the paper are threefold:

• Our first user study reveals the difference in facial reactions
of users when they hear correct versus incorrect responses
from a smart speaker
• We propose FrownOnError, a facial expression-based

method to interrupt the responses from smart speakers by
frowning or raising eyebrows. Our evaluation shows that
our method is faster and easier to use than current solutions.
• Our last user study provides insights on user preference of

the conversation recovery strategy after the interruption.

RELATED WORK

Facial Expression-Based Interaction
It is human nature that facial expression reflects the emotional
state [17]. Interaction techniques are developed to detect users’
emotion changes[27, 39] or to evaluate the user experience
[8, 23, 55, 63] based on this connection. In addition to the
detection of unconscious expressions, techniques also leverage
facial expression as an input channel to interact with comput-
ing devices. Users intentionally perform pre-defined expres-
sions to trigger the corresponding functions in the applications
of desktop games [25, 31, 44, 67], AR and VR games [60,
54, 65], smart mirror interaction [42], music player control
[5] and video logging [61]. The frequently-used expressions
included frowning and smiling as they are easy and natural to
perform [61]. To the best of our knowledge, FrownOnError is
the first to trigger interruption of ongoing responses from the
smart speakers by facial expressions. The mapping between
FrownOnError expressions (frowning, raising eyebrows) and
the function to trigger (interrupting erroneous responses) are
naturally consistent with users’ intuition. As a result, both
unconscious and intentional expression will be detected and
can trigger the interruption.

Issues with Voice User Interfaces
Voice user interfaces (VUI) are increasingly popular in recent
years [48], however, there are still common barriers that pre-
vents VUI from being more widely adopted. In some scenarios
(e.g., in public places), users may avoid using VUI because of
privacy concerns [32, 68], social embarrassment [16, 21, 57],
and inconvenience of the activation [66, 46, 64]. For those
who decides to interact with VUI, an important issue that af-
fects user experience during the interaction is the conversation
errors [7, 14], which require extra efforts for conversation
recovery or lead to breakdowns [10]. Causes of the errors
[24] and recovery strategies [9] were widely studied. However,
FrownOnError is filling the gap that users need an efficient and
easy-to-use method to interrupt the ongoing response when
they realize it is wrong. It can be used to to trigger the recovery
process earlier and improve the overall experience.

User Satisfaction in Conversations
Satisfaction is an important user experience metric for conver-
sation systems [12, 35]. Techniques are developed to detect or
predict user satisfaction with the response from conversational
agents. These techniques leverage the semantic features and
acoustic features of users’ speech input. Semantic features
include the lexical and syntactic repetitions in users’ inputs[50,
56] and acoustic features include the pitch, loudness, MFCC
features [28, 37, 47, 62] and prosodic features [43, 58]. Two
types of features are also used in combination to improve the
prediction accuracy [59]. When users interact with voice as-
sistants on mobile devices, touch events are another important
hint for user satisfaction [26, 41]. In human-robot interaction,
the facial behavior of users has been used as important cues for
object recognition results of the robots [30]. Instead of predict-
ing user satisfaction, FrownOnError aims to provide an new
channel (facial expression) where users can actively notify the
system of their satisfaction (frustration) to the response.

Error Detection, Interruption and Recovery
Misunderstanding and non-understanding are two main types
of errors in conversation systems [10]. The system can detect
the non-understandings at the speech recognition stage [53]
as it fails to interpret the speech. However, it cannot detect
misunderstandings until the user interrupts the response or
the next round. Commercial smart speakers (Google Home
[3], Amazon Echo [1]) allow users to interrupt an ongoing
response by speaking a wake-up word or pressing the button
on the speaker. The system can also recognize a misunder-
standing error by analyzing the user’s input. If the user repeats
last request or explicitly disconfirms the response (e.g., by
saying "No"), it represents an error in the response[40]. Once
misunderstandings are detected, error recovery strategies will
be applied to get the conversation back on track [9, 53, 69].
Typical recovery strategies included confirmations, repeating
information and trying alternative plans [9]. FrownOnError
is a new interruption method of performing intentional but
natural facial expressions. We also explore suitable strategies
to recover the conversation after the interruption by FrownOn-
Error.
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STUDY1: INTUITIVE REACTIONS TO WRONG ANSWERS
We conducted a user study to understand users’ intuitive re-
actions against erroneous responses during the conversation,
from which we can select typical expressions that are con-
sistent with users’ intuitions to trigger the interruption. We
invited users to talk to a smart speaker which gives either
correct responses or erroneous responses under a Wizard-of-
Oz (WoZ) setting. We recorded users’ facial expression and
annotated the results based on FACS. We then compared the
differences when users heard two types of responses.

Participants
Twelve participants (8 males, 4 females) were recruited in this
experiment. The average age of the participants was 21.67
(STD = 1.15). All participants have previous experience of
using voice assistants or smart speakers.

Apparatus
As Figure 2 shows, we built a mock-up smart speaker inter-
acting with users. We developed a WoZ platform where an
experimenter can choose a response (correct or wrong) and
send it to the smart speaker. The smart speaker contained a
camera to record users’ facial images and a phone to play the
audio responses. The WoZ platform ran on the laptop and sent
responses to the phone via network. The audio responses were
played in a female voice, which were generated by an online
text-to-speech tool [2] with the "Neutral Emotion" option. Two
authors composed the scripts of the responses and ensured all
responses only contained neutral emotion. The smart speaker
was placed on the table in front of users. Users sat on a chair
and faced to the smart speaker during the experiment.

Design
We conducted a within-subject study where the correctness
of the responses was the only independent factor. We invited
users to make one-round conversations with a smart speaker
(WoZ [38]), in which users first spoke a request and the smart
speaker gave a response. The requests were pre-determined
and users were instructed to give certain requests during the
study. We used the WoZ platform to control the correctness of
the responses. Users’ facial images were video recorded while
they were listening to the responses.

Two types of requests (query and command) and five types
of misunderstanding errors (context missing, function substi-
tution, parameter missing, parameter substitution, parameter
ambiguity) were tested as control factors. For each combina-
tion of request type and error type, we composed two similar
requests and randomly pick one of them to give the wrong
response and the other one to give the correct response in each
experiment. So in each experiment, one user completed 20
conversations (2×5×2) in total.

Procedure
An experimenter first explained the experiment to participants.
They were asked to speak a request and listen to the response
and finally recognize whether the response was correct. Each
participant completed 20 tasks in a randomized order. In
each task, the experimenter first read out the description of
the request, and then participants spoke the request to the

Figure 2. The experiment platform of Study 1. (a) The interface for the
experimenter (wizard) to select and send the response to the user, which
is run on a laptop. (b) The mock-up of the smart speaker. The camera
captures the user’s facial expression and is connected to the laptop. The
phone receives the response in text and plays it to the user in audio. A
button is used to interrupt conversations in Study 2.

smart speaker in their own words. The experimenter sent and
played the response. After hearing the response, participants
labeled it as "correct", "wrong" or "uncertain" on a paper sheet.
Note that if they ignored the misunderstanding errors in the
responses, it was labeled as correct. They were informed
that the task was to label the correctness of the responses.
So none of the participants knew our goal of observing their
facial expressions and this ensured the collected data were
their intuitive reactions to the responses.

Results
We collected 12 users × 20 tasks = 240 video records. Ten
tasks that were designed to be wrong were labeled as "un-
certain" by participants and we excluded these records in the
following analysis.

26 tasks that were designed to be wrong were labeled as "cor-
rect" and 9 tasks that were designed to be correct were labeled
as "wrong". Finally, we had 135 records that were perceived
to be correct and 95 records that were perceived to be wrong.
We used a facial behavior analysis toolkit (OpenFace [6]) to
analyze the facial expressions. We also invited human judges
for manual annotation. From bottom to top, we first analyzed
the difference between two conditions in action units, which
are fundamental actions of individual muscles or groups of
muscles [18] and then we extracted typical facial expressions
that appear more frequently and more significantly while users
hearing the incorrect responses.

Toolkit Results
We used OpenFace toolkit to extract the presence (whether
the action units appeared) and intensity (how strong the signal
was) of seventeen action units in each frame of the video
records (30 fps). We averaged the presence score (0 or 1) and
the intensity score (0-5) over the videos of each user. Then we
run Wilcoxon signed rank tests on the averaged data.

The results showed that "Brow Lower" (AU4) and "Upper Lip
Raiser" (AU10) occurred with significantly higher frequency
(Z = -2.75, p < 0.01; Z = -2.12, p < 0.05) when the response
were wrong. According to [34], AU4 is related to the expres-
sion of frowning and AU10 is related to the action of nose
wrinkling. As for the intensity results, when the responses
were perceived to be wrong, AU10 had significantly higher
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Figure 3. The average intensity (0-5) and presence scores (0-1) of seventeen action units calculated by OpenFace toolkit. "Correct" stands for the results
of all correct responses, "Wrong" stands for that of all incorrect responses and "Wrong_Consistent" stands for results of 35 incorrect responses that
were consistently detected by human judges. The error bars represent SEMs, n = 12)

intensity (Z = -2.20, p < 0.05) and "Lip Conner Puller" (AU12)
had a marginally significant higher intensity (Z= -1.88, p < 0.1).
AU12 is related to the movement of the mouth. Unexpectedly,
toolkit results only revealed AU4 and AU10 to appear more
frequently and AU10 to be significantly stronger for wrong
responses. However, we noticed many other obvious signals
on users’ face suggesting the confusion to the responses. This
was because significant facial expression changes only appear
in a subset of all wrong cases. In the other cases, users’ fa-
cial behaviors were similar to correct cases, which resulted in
indistinguishable frequency and intensity of the action units.
So comparing all correct cases to all wrong cases will neglect
the facial expression changes and bury other typical facial
expressions. So we decided to extract the subset containing
obvious expression changes with the help of human judges.

Human Judges
We invited another 12 human judges from a local campus
(average age = 23.8, STD = 2.2, 7 males / 5 females) to watch
the video records and judge whether the participants perceived
the ongoing responses to be wrong. We had two goals in
this process: 1) to test whether human judges can detect the
errors based on users’ facial expression and 2) find the video
records that contained easy-to-notice signals which indicated
the errors.

We developed an application (shown in Figure 4) which played
the video records along with detection results of the action
units. To avoid the bias of the response content, we muted
the video records. Videos of the same participant were played
in one session and there were twelve sessions in total. The
instruction that the judges received was to watch the video and
the facial unit resultsl and give a binary judgment of whether
the participant was hearing a correct/erroneous response. They
underwent a two-stage training process to ensure annotation

Figure 4. Interface for human judges. The left window displayed muted
video records. The right window played the synchronized videos of ac-
tion unit detection results.

quality. First, they learned the basics of facial units from
the online tutorial [4]. Then, they went through a practicing
stage by performing annotations of one warm-up session and
comparing them with the ground truth to learn the task. After
the judges confirmed that they were familiar with the task,
they completed the rest 11 sessions of tasks. Videos of each
participant were used as the warm-up for exactly one time,
thus each video was judged by 11 human judges. Overall, we
got 11 judges × 230 video records = 2530 judgements.

On average, 62.10% (STD = 6.64%) of the wrong responses
were correctly detected. Annotation results of 11 judges met
the qualification of the average annotation accuracy being
above 56%. Annotation accuracy of Judge 3 was the lowest
(AVG = 49.05%). As it was still in the acceptable range (AVG
- 2 × STD = 62.10% - 2 × 6.64% = 48.86%), we included the
data in the following analysis. To extract the records with high
consistency, we set a threshold and obtained 35 (out of 95)
records of wrong responses that were correctly detected by at
least 7 (out of 11, more than 60%) judges. These records were
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regarded as containing easy-to-notice signals of conversation
errors. All 12 participants appeared in at least one of the
35 records. We ran the Wilcoxon signed rank tests on these
records against the 135 records of correct responses.

Results showed that the presences of AU4, "Lid Tightener"
(AU7), AU10 were significantly more frequent when the re-
sponse was wrong (Z = -2.432, -2.510, -2.04; all p < 0.05) and
"Lip Tightener" (AU23) was more frequent when the response
was correct (Z = -2.04, p < 0.05). The intensity of "Upper
Lid Raiser" (AU5), AU10, AU12 were significantly stronger
in wrong cases (Z = -2.28, -3.06, -2.59, p = 0.03, 0.01, 0.01);
"Cheek Raiser" (AU6), "Jaw Drop" (AU26) were marginally
significantly stronger in wrong cases (Z = -1.80, p < 0.1).

Based on the action units that showed significance, we ex-
tracted high-frequency facial expressions of users on hearing
the wrong responses. The expression list is as follows: Frown,
Raise Eyebrows, Open Mouth, Pull Mouth Corner, Switch
Gaze Focus. Three authors manually labeled whether these
expressions occurred in the 35 video records respectively. All
three authors double-checked the label results together and
fixed the disagreement. We finalize the expressions to trigger
FrownOnError with comprehensive considerations: As Table
1 shows, the most frequent expressions were Frown and Open
Mouth. We dropped Pull Mouth Corner because of its low
frequency (14.3%), Switch Gaze Focus because it was hard
to control and perform, and Open Mouth because it has high
risks of causing false positive problems during talking to the
devices. As a result, we chose Frown and Raise Eyebrows to
be in the final expression set.

Table 1. The frequency of facial expressions in the 35 videos with in-
correct responses that were consistently detected by human judges. The
shortcuts in the tables represent: Frown, Raise Eyebrows, Open Mouth,
Pull Mouth Corner, Switch Gaze Focus.

F RE OM PMC SGF
Frequency 19 11 19 5 15
Percentage 54.3% 31.4% 54.3% 14.3% 42.9%

Discussion
In this study, we focus on users’ intuitive reactions on hearing
the wrong responses. Compared to hearing correct responses,
users’ facial expressions are significantly different when the
responses are wrong. This difference can be detected by facial
behavior analysis toolkit and human judges. We extracted
action units with significantly higher frequency and intensity
in two conditions. We selected two typical facial expressions
that are consistent with users’ intuition and also easy to per-
form and decided to use them to trigger the interruption. In
the following, we implement a real-time detection algorithm
of the selected expressions, evaluate the user experience and
detection performance of FrownOnError and explore the ap-
propriate recovery strategies from the interruption.

IMPLEMENTATION
We implemented an algorithm to detect the expression of
frowning and raising eyebrows in real-time. We collected fa-
cial expression data from users, extracted features and trained
two binary classifiers to detect two expressions respectively.

Data Collection
As it was difficult to segment frames of performing expressions
from the videos collected in Study 1 and the number was small,
we collected more and cleaner data for building the algorithm.
We invited 15 users (10 males, 5 females, age = 24.13 ± 2.22)
to perform expressions to the camera and video-recorded their
expression data. Frown and Raise Eyebrows were performed
18 times respectively. Four other expressions (Open Mouth,
Blink, Smile, Neutral Face) were collected for six times each.
These expressions were collected as negative samples for the
purpose of rejecting false positives. Overall, we collected 15
users × (2 expressions × 18 times + 4 expressions × 6 times)
= 900 video samples.

Figure 5. Illustration of feature calculation for Raise Eyebrows. 67 fa-
cial landmarks were extracted by OpenFace toolkit. We calculated Dis-
tance_Left and Distance_Right as the features.

Feature Extraction
For Frown we simply used the detection results of AU4 in-
tensity as the feature as it is strongly related to this facial
expression [34]. For Raise Eyebrows, we calculated the dis-
tances between the eyebrows and the nose which position is
always stable in the vertical angle. We first calculated the
horizontal direction by the positions of two eyes. Then, we
computed the normal vector as the vertical direction. After
that, we calculated the positions of two eyebrows and the nose.
Finally, we obtained the distances as the features. The details
of the calculation are as follows (also see Figure 5):

Position_X =
1

end− start +1
×

end

∑
start

Position(i)

Vector_Eyes = Position_Le f t−Position_Right

Normal_Vector =
(−Vector_Eye.y, Vector_Eye.x)

‖Vector_Eye‖
Distance_Le f t = (Position_Le f t−Position_Nose) ·Normal_Vector

(1)

X can be Left/Right Eye, Left/Right Eyebrow or Nose. start
and end are the indexes of landmarks related to X. For example,
X can be Left Eye, then start and end will be 36 and 41.
Position_Left Eye is computed as the average of the positions
of landmarks 36 - 41 on Figure 5.
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For each frame of the sample, we extracted the intensity of
AU4, and Distance_Left and Distance_Right as the features.
For each sample containing Frown and Eyebrow, we used
half of the maximum value of the features as the threshold to
segment the duration of the expressions. The average length
of a Frown expression was 0.66 seconds (STD = 0.38) and
0.74 seconds (STD = 0.42) for a Raise Eyebrows. We applied
a sliding window of 1.33 seconds (40 frames, with an overlap
of 1 frame) on each sample to simulate real-time input. We ran
two simulations for Frown and Raise Eyebrows respectively.
If the window covers the whole range of expression, it was
labeled as positive samples. The other windows are labeled
as negative samples. As a result, overall we collected 19124
samples of data, for Frown, 7591 samples are positive and
11533 samples are negative; for Raise Eyebrows, 4999 samples
are positive and 14125 samples are negative.

Classification
We trained two support vector machine (SVM) binary classi-
fiers for Frown and Raise Eyebrows. The input format was a
vector of 40 features for Frown (AU4 intensity) and a vector
of 80 features for Raise Eyebrows (Distance_Left and Dis-
tance_Right). As the positive samples were roughly half the
number of the negative samples, we set the training weight of
positive samples to be twice as negative samples. We used the
900 video samples to simulate the real-time performance of
the classifiers. The results showed that the precision of Frown
was 93.41% (255/273) and the recall was 94.44% (255/270);
the precision of Raise Eyebrows was 93.91% (262/279) and
recall was 97.04% (262/270).

Interestingly, ten false positives of Frown were caused by Rais-
ing Eyebrows and twelve false positives of Raising Eyebrows
were caused by Frown. These false positives would not be
noticed by users if in real use, because they would still trigger
the interruption and recovery process. In this case, the overall
precision and recall of detecting either facial expression would
be 97.23% (526/541) and 97.41% (526/549). However, as
these samples were segmented in the training sets, the simula-
tion results cannot represent the actual detection performance.
We evaluated the real-time performance in Study3.

STUDY2: INTERRUPTION TECHNIQUES
In this study, we compare FrownOnError to other interruption
techniques to evaluate its efficiency and usability. We choose
two widely-used interruption techniques, wake-up word and
button press (e.g., both supported by Google Home [3], Ama-
zon Echo [1]) as the baselines. We also included the situation
where no interruption is supported. The interruption time and
subjective ratings were used as the metrics.

Participants
We invited 16 participants (11 males, 5 females, age = 23.94
± 1.56) from a local campus in this experiment. All of them
have the experience of talking to smart speakers.

Apparatus
We used the same experiment platform in Study 1. The button
on the smart speaker was enabled when the audio response is
playing. Users could press it to interrupt the conversation.

Techniques
We compared three interruption techniques and the situation
without interruptions in this study. Once the user noticed that
the response from the smart speaker was incorrect, she used
one technique to interrupt it.

The explanations of the techniques are as follows:

• FrownOnError: the user frowned or raised two eyebrows to
trigger the interruption. The camera on the smart speaker
captured users’ facial image and our algorithm detects the
expressions based on these images in real-time.

• Wake-up word: the user spoke "Hi White, it’s wrong" to
trigger the interruption. Once the experimenter heard "Hi
White", he pressed a key to interrupt the conversation.

• Button press: the user pressed the button on the top of the
smart speaker to trigger the interruption. The button was
connected to the laptop and pressing it triggered a keyboard
event for detection.

• No interruption: the user had to wait until the response was
complete and reported the error to the experimenter.

Design
We conducted a within-subject study with the independent
factor as Interruption Techniques (including no interruptions).
For each technique, users made 10 one-round conversations
with the smart speaker as one session. In total, the study
included four sessions.

For each of the five misunderstanding error types, we designed
two one-round conversations. Requests in both conversations
can be replied by one correct response or one incorrect re-
sponse. During the study, one conversation was randomly
chosen to present the correct response and the other presented
the incorrect response. We especially designed the two con-
versations’ incorrect response so that the error occurred at the
same place, so that it would not affect users’ reaction time.
For example, two requests can be "Please remind me to pick
up the courier at the door at 8 o’clock tonight." and "Please
remind me to call mother at 9 o’clock tomorrow". The incor-
rect response for them are "Reminder set: 8 o’clock tomorrow,
pick up the courier at the door" and "Reminder set: 9 o’clock
tonight, call mother". Both incorrect responses have the slot
substitution misunderstanding error and the errors occur at the
same place in the sentences.

We counted the average interruption time after the responses
started to play as the measure of FrownOnError’s efficiency.
We also collected participants’ subjective feedback with a
questionnaire in four aspects: timeliness, easiness, naturalness,
and sense of control of the interruption. All questions were in
a seven-point Likert scale (1: strongly disagree, 7: strongly
agree). Users did not rate scores for the easiness or naturalness
for No Interruption. For FrownOnError, we also counted the
number of false positives and false negatives which users
reported to the experimenter once it happened.
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Figure 6. Left) Interruption time with different interruption techniques and the error bars represent the standard deviations. Right) The subjective
scores from users on different dimensions of user experience and the numbers were the average values of the scores.

Procedure
The experimenter first introduced the tasks and the interruption
techniques to the users. Then the smart speaker played audio
for test and users tried to use different techniques to interrupt
the audio. This was to help the users familiarize themselves
with the interruption techniques. Then the users completed
four sessions of ten tasks. In each task, they were asked to
interrupt the conversation as fast as possible once they noticed
any error. In each session, they used the same technique to
interrupt the response. They tried again when false negatives
appeared. They took a two-minute break between sessions.
After four sessions, the users completed a questionnaire. The
whole experiment lasted for about forty minutes on average.

Results
All incorrect responses were successfully detected by all users.
We collected 16 users × 4 techniques × 5 incorrect responses
= 320 interruptions. We ran Repeated-Measures ANOVA
on interruption time with post-hoc T-tests, Friedman Test on
subjective scores with post-hoc Wilcoxon signed rank tests.

Interruption Efficiency
The interruption time data of three interruption techniques sat-
isfied the normal distribution assumption (Shapiro-Wilk tests:
W(16) = 0.93, 0.91, 0.94; p = 0.21, 0.12, 0.40). RM-ANOVA
results show that Interruption Technique is a significant factor
on interruption time (F2,30 = 18.57, p < 0.01). Post-hoc paired
T-tests show that FrownOnError (AVG = 4.89 seconds, STD
= 0.18 seconds) is significantly faster than button press (AVG
= 5.87 seconds, STD = 0.28 seconds; p < 0.01) and wake-up
word (AVG = 6.39 seconds, STD = 0.22 seconds; p < 0.01).
Button press is significantly faster than wake-up word method
(p < 0.05). The action amplitude of FrownOnError is much
smaller than raising the hand to the top of the smart speaker
(button press) and takes less time than speaking a sentence
(wake-up word). Friedman test shows that Interruption Tech-
nique is a significant factor for Timeliness (X2(2,16) = 19.75,
p < 0.01). Post-hoc Wilcoxon tests show that users perceive
FrownOnError to be significantly more timely than button
press (Z=2.73, p < 0.01), and button press to be significantly
more timely than wake-up word (Z = -2.18, p < 0.05).

User Experience
The overall results are shown in the right part of Figure 6.
Friedman tests show that Interruption Technique makes a sig-
nificant influence on Easiness (X2(2,16) = 17.06, p < 0.01),

Intuitiveness (X2(2,16) = 16.42, p < 0.01) and Sense of Con-
trol (X2(2,16) = 7.75, p < 0.05). Post-hoc tests show that
FrownOnError provides significantly more intuitive and easier
interruption than wake-up word (Z = -2.88, 3.03; p < 0.01) and
button press (Z = -3.21, 3.10; p < 0.01). In addition, Post-hoc
tests show that button press provides significantly stronger
sense of control than wake-up word (Z = -2.43, p < 0.05) and
FrownOnError (Z = -3.07, p < 0.01).

Users rated very low scores on Timeliness (AVG = 1.13) and
Sense of Control (AVG = 1.00) for no interruption, which
indicates that they think interaction techniques to be neces-
sary. According to the subjective scores and users’ comments,
FrownOnError is easy, intuitive, and timely to perform. How-
ever, a small number of users feel uncertain about the recogni-
tion results of FrownOnError, leading to lower scores of Sense
of Control for FrownOnError than button press.

The real-time false positives rate was 6.25% (appeared in
5/80 tasks), and the false negatives rate as 5.00% (4/80 tasks).
Since the number of tasks was limited, we further evaluated
the detection performance in Study 3.

Discussion
As evaluated, FrownOnError provides the most timely inter-
ruption, which reduces the waiting time of users and resulted
in a better experience. This feature could also be beneficial
to error detection, as the connection between the interruption
moment and the place of error in the response is stronger. For
example, when the user performed FrownOnError once hear-
ing "tomorrow" in the response, the algorithm could check
whether the time parameter was wrong.

Some participants pointed out that the uncertainty of FrownOn-
Error was reduced after the success of several attempts. This
indicates that some training and a long-term use of FrownOn-
Error may increase the sense of control. Users felt button press
to be the most certain technique, however, they also pointed
out the action of raising the arm to the top of the smart speaker
to be demanding. Several users put their hands around the
smart speaker in order to press the button faster. As a result,
they raised lower scores for Easiness of this technique. For
wake-up word method, all interruptions were successfully de-
tected by the experimenter, but users still rated lower scores
for Sense of Control than button press. This may be because
of their previous experience of wake-up failures in real life.
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To be noted, detection of the wake-up word was achieved
by a human experimenter in this study. This was because
it provided a consistently accurate and timely detection and
can obviate the potential variance that auto-detection may
introduce. In the future, we will compare FrownOnError with
the wake-up word method on real smart speakers to obtain
more realistic comparison results. Overall, our study results
validate the usability of FrownOnError.

STUDY3: COMPARISON OF RECOVERY STRATEGIES
FrownOnError can be used to interrupt incorrect responses,
however, a recovery process is needed to get the conversation
back on track after the interruption. In this study, we explore
the suitable recovery strategies to be used in combination with
FrownOnError. In addition, we also want to evaluate the detec-
tion performance of FrownOnError in more tasks. We invite
users to make conversations with the smart speaker, inter-
rupt the incorrect responses and experience different recovery
strategies. We record the frequency of false positives/negatives
and users’ subjective scores for different recovery strategies.

Participants
We invited twelve users for this study (8 males, 4 females).
Their average age was 22.9 (STD = 2.15). All users had
experiences of using smart speakers before this experiment.

Apparatus
We used the same experiment platform in Study 1. The camera
was always on during the experiment but the image data was
only analyzed while the audio responses were being played.
Users were instructed to face to the camera from the front for
the detection of FrownOnError.

Design
We conducted a within-subject study with the independent fac-
tor as the Recovery Strategy after the interruption by FrownOn-
Error. We chose four typical recovery strategies [52, 11] in this
experiment. The explanations of the strategies are as follows:

• Error Confirmation: the smart speaker confirms the error
with the user by "Was the response wrong?"

• Repeat Request: the smart speaker instructs the user to
repeat the request by "Please repeat your request."

• Alternative Response: the smart speaker gives the user an-
other response, which is different from last response.

• Interruption Only: the smart speaker only stop the ongoing
response.

We tested ten conversations for each recovery strategy. Each
conversation contains one incorrect response and one correct
response. The response in the first round was always incorrect
and users used FrownOnError to interrupt it once they noticed
the error. Then one recovery strategy was applied and users
continued the conversation as it instructed. Finally, the second
round always-correct response was played. When users fail
to use FrownOnError (false negatives) or the response was in-
correctly interrupted by unintentional facial expressions, they
reported it to the experimenter. After completing the whole

Figure 7. Subjective scores from users on experience of different con-
versation recovery strategies. "I", "C", "A" and "R" stand for the
strategies of Interruption Only, Error Confirmation, Alternative Response,
Repeat Request respectively.

experiment, the users rated scores on a questionnaire in seven-
point Likert scale (1: strongly disagree, 7: strongly agree) to
report their subjective feedback in four aspects: the easiness
to notice the start of the recovery process, the clearness of the
instruction, the timeliness of the recovery and the willingness
to continue the conversation.

Procedure
The experimenter first introduced the tasks and explained the
recovery strategies to the users. The users completed four
sessions with ten tasks. In each task, the experimenter verbally
told the user about the request. The user rephrased the request
and spoke it to the smart speaker. Then the response of the first
round was played, which contained a misunderstanding error.
Users interrupted the response with FrownOnError once they
noticed the error. The ongoing response would be stopped and
the recovery process started automatically. The task completed
after the response of the second round was played. The same
recovery strategy was used in one session and the order of
the ten requests was randomized. A two-minute break was
put between sessions. After four sessions, users filled in a
questionnaire. The experiment took about thirty minutes.

Results
In total, we collected 12 users × 4 strategies × 10 tasks = 480
interruptions.

Detection Accuracy
Overall, users successfully performed FrownOnError for 480
times (true positives) and thirteen false positives and twelve
false negatives appeared. The overall precision of the detection
algorithm was 97.36% and the average precision per user was
97.41% (STD = 2.14%); the overall recall was 97.56% and
the average recall was 97.65% (STD = 3.10%).
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User Experience
Figure 7 shows the overall results of subjective scores. Fried-
man test results indicate that Recovery Strategy significantly
affect the easiness to notice the recovery (X2(3,12) = 7.77,
p < 0.05), the timeliness of the recovery (X2(3,12) = 21.36,
p < 0.01), and the willingness to continue the conversation
(X2(3,12) = 11.18, p < 0.01).

Easiness to notice. Post-hoc Wilcoxon signed tests show that
compared to Interruption Only, Alternative Response and Re-
peat Request are significantly easier to notice (Z = -2.57, -2.21;
both p < 0.05), and Error Confirmation has a trend to be easier
to notice (Z = -1.92, p < 0.1). The problem of Interruption
Only is that users are not sure whether it is the start of the
recovery process or just a pause in the ongoing response.

Clearness of the instruction. Repeat Request is rated as the
most clear instruction and is perceived to be significantly
clearer than Interruption Only (Z = -2.21, p = 0.03) and Error
Confirmation (Z = -1.93, p = 0.05). This is consistent with
the intuition: Repeat Request directly provides the specific
instruction of repetition and users only need to follow this
clear instruction.

Timeliness of the recovery. Alternative Response is perceived
to be significantly faster than the other three strategies (Z
= -2.95, -3.09, -2.02; all p < 0.05) and Repeat Request is
significantly faster than Error Confirmation (Z = -2.40, p
= 0.02). Alternative Response provides the fastest recovery
because users do not need to speak the request again. In
contrast, Error Confirmation is the slowest as it added a new
round of conversation to confirm the error.

Willingness to continue the conversation. Alternative Response
and Repeat Request have significantly higher willingness than
the other two strategies (all p < 0.05).

Discussion
As we observed, a portion of false negatives of the detection
were caused by participants’ fringe or glasses partially occlud-
ing the brows. This resulted in incorrect detection results of
the landmark locations. Improving the detection algorithm
may address this occlusion issue. One interesting finding was
that all users took it for granted that Alternative Response
always provided the correct responses in the second round.
(Considering they did not repeat their request when using this
strategy). We interviewed users why they thought Alternative
Response could fix the error without asking the users again.
Most of them guessed the interruption hinted the location of
the error. As Willingness to continue the conversation is an
overall evaluation and the main goal of the recovery strategies,
we conclude that users like Alternative Response and Repeat
Request most after the interruption by FrownOnError.

DISCUSSION
Through three user studies, we explored the intuitive reactions
of users to wrong responses, the comparison of different inter-
ruption techniques and recovery strategies to be used after the
interruption by FrownOnError. Based on the results, we dis-
cuss the potential and design implications of FrownOnError.

Interruption Beyond Erroneous Response
Although FrownOnError is designed to interrupt the incor-
rect responses from smart speakers, users can also use it to
interrupt the ongoing response whenever they need to. For
example, they can stop the conversation for privacy concerns.
If the ongoing conversation in a public room includes personal
information and one moment a stranger walks in, the user
can use FrownOnError to stop the response immediately from
being heard by others. In this way, their facial expressions
may even not be noticed and are more polite than verbally
stopping the response as perceived by others. Moreover, users
can use it to save time. Users can stop the response as soon
as they acquire the key information and get rid of the redun-
dant part. For instance, to check the local temperature, the
user asks "How is the weather today?". The user can stop the
response at "The temperature is 57 to 67 degrees" before "and
the wind speed is three miles per hour...". In these conditions,
FrownOnError can still be useful and usable to interrupt the
response in a timely and easy way.

Expression-Based Interaction Beyond Interruption
FrownOnError leverages the human nature of facial expression
changes when receiving different types of responses. More
specifically, it uses the expressions of frowning and raising
eyebrows to trigger conversation interruptions. In our im-
plementation, the two expressions trigger the same function,
however, they (and more other expressions) can be used for
different functions besides interruption. For example, as the
results of Study 1 show, there are also some action units that
appear more frequently when the correct response is heard
(AU 26). In addition to the detection of user frustration, we
can also enable users to confirm their satisfaction with the
response by natural facial expressions. One application of
getting both satisfaction and frustration feedback towards the
response is for online learning, so that speaker can leverage
the user feedback as labels to improve the dialogue model.

FrownOnError is only one of the potential designs of control-
ling the conversation with smart speakers by facial expressions.
Other functions can also be triggered by facial expressions
(e.g., [5, 61]) including adjusting volume, speed of the re-
sponses. The expression vocabulary size that the algorithm
can robustly detect and the users can remember, and an intu-
itive design of the mappings between the expressions and the
functions are of great value to explore.

Unintentional and Intentional Interruptions
In Study 1, we observed the unintentional facial expression
changes to incorrect response while in Study 2 and Study 3,
we instructed users to intentionally frown or raise eyebrows.
In actual use, FrownOnError is expected to deal with a mixed
condition of these two types. It tries to detect users’ unin-
tentional expression changes, where users may appreciate its
intelligence, and also supports users to perform them inten-
tionally. However, once users know that FrownOnError can
trigger the interruption, they may mind more about their un-
intentional expressions. We will test the behavior changes
caused by FrownOnError in the future.
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Visual Feedback
In the studies, several users suggested designing some visual
feedback for the interruption. They suggested providing a
cartoon face on the smart speaker because it would be more
natural to perform a facial expression to another face instead of
the camera. Also, the visual feedback could help hint the status
of the conversation and recognition result of the expression.
For example, a talking cartoon face indicates that the speaker
is in an uninterrupted talking mode; A one-second nodding
cartoon face can be used to inform users that their interruption
is received by the speaker. Considering the ongoing trend
that more and more commercial smart speakers start to have
screens, visual feedback can be provided on these devices. We
will explore the format and design of visual feedback and its
influence on user experience in the future.

Error Locating
As we discussed, FrownOnError may be used to locate the
error in the response instead of only interrupting the incorrect
response. Because it provides a consistently timely interrup-
tion, the interruption moment has a strong connection to the
error location. This could be valuable to narrow down the
range of checking which slots or parameters of the requests
are misunderstood. We tested different types of misunderstand-
ing errors in our studies. As we observed, users will interrupt
the response soon after the erroneous slots. This indicates
the potential to improve the detection of simple errors of slot
substitution and context missing. For more complicated errors
such as function substitution, it would be more difficult to
predict based on the interruption moments. But the timestamp
of interruption can still provide additional information. We
will explore more about leveraging the interruption moments
in future work.

Privacy and Security
The usage of the camera may raise a concern about privacy
and security. As FrownOnError is used for the interruption
of the speaker’s response, the camera only needs to be active
during the response. Moreover, the facial expression detection
can be performed locally and there is no need to resort to any
cloud computing power. This reduces the privacy concern of
the method to some extent. We can use other sensors (e.g.,
EMG sensors [22]) to replace the camera for detecting the
users’ expression changes. In this way, concerns on privacy
and security can be further lessened.

Collaborative Use
To apply FrownOnError in multi-user scenarios has not been
explored in this paper. Detection algorithm needs to be im-
proved to reject the false positives of users frowning or raising
eyebrows to each other. Tracking head orientation and gaze
direction of multiple users may be required. Meanwhile, user
behavior might change if multiple users are present compared
with the single-user condition. Considering the facial reactions
of all the users may also be helpful for detection of erroneous
responses from the smart speaker. So, to address these new
challenges and study the behavior changes will be our future
work.

LIMITATION AND FUTURE WORK
There are several limitations due to our current implementa-
tion. As we use only one camera to detect the user’s facial
expressions. This requires users to stay close to the speaker,
face to the camera and keep the face in the field of view. Al-
though looking at the smart speaker while speaking to it is
intuitive to users [45], if wearable sensors (e.g., EMG sensors
[22]) or multiple cameras are used in the future, the restriction
can be lessened or removed. In all our studies, we used the
Wizard-of-OZ platform to control the dialogue management
of the smart speaker and the correctness of the responses. In
the future, we will evaluate FrownOnError through free talks
between users and real smart speakers. In our study, all re-
sponses are of neutral emotion and were played in a voice with
neutral emotion. Under this condition, users seldom perform
negative facial expressions reacting to correct responses and
few false positives appear. In the future, we will test how the
emotion of the response or the voice will influence users’ fa-
cial expressions and FrownOnError performance. A limitation
of Study 3 was that we controlled the response in the recovery
process to be correct, which can still be erroneous in real use.
Although this design ensured the fairness of the comparison,
it increases the subjective scores of all strategies. In the future,
we will also evaluate FrownOnError with a larger number of
users with different ages and test it in different lighting condi-
tions. These diversities may also lead to new challenges for
the detection algorithm.

CONCLUSION
We propose FrownOnError, a novel technique that enables
users to perform natural facial expressions to interrupt the
ongoing responses from smart speakers. Based on the obser-
vation of users’ intuitive reactions to erroneous responses, we
verify the human nature that the facial expressions change
unconsciously yet significantly in these conditions. We choose
frowning and raising eyebrows as the expressions to trigger
the interruption as they are consistent with users’ intuition
and easy to perform. We implemented SVM-based classifiers
to detect the two facial expressions. Through a user study,
we compared the interruption efficiency and user experience
of FrownOnError to the baseline methods of wake-up word,
button press and the condition of no interruption. The results
show that FrownOnError provides the most timely interrup-
tions, and is perceived to be the most intuitive and easiest to
perform. In a third user study, we further explored the suitable
conversation recovery strategies to be used after the interrup-
tion by FrownOnError. Our results reveal that generally, users
have the highest willingness to continue the conversation after
the recovery process as providing an alternative response or
being asked to repeat the request. Based on our findings, we
discuss the interaction potentials of FrownOnError and the
insights and design implication it provides.
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